THE ATTACKS ON THE CORU\NA ROAD
remaining silent with an absent air.   Many of us fel
silent too, for we knew that lie was thinking of his aged
mother, Irving in Madrid amid the Red terror, and that
he was wondering what she might have on her table,
It was a period of change among the journalists* corps.
Many left because they were tired or ill, or because they
had been recalled. Others left because the Nationalist
Government, or rather that expression of it formed by
the Press and propaganda department of Salamanca, so
rarelv well advised, thought that their absence would be
better than their presence. It is seldom that the Press
department of any government acts with consistent wis-
dom, but the inconsistency of the one set up at Salamanca
by the Nationalist Government must have created some-
what of a record. Those journalists who were heart and
soul in favour of the movement went on working for it,
in despite of it They suffered rebuffs almost without
number. Responsible war correspondents could not see
any member of the omnipotent Press Bureau at Sala-
manca without filling in a form and waiting for something
like an hour. The details for the obtaining of passes and
visas were slow and complicated, and, generally speaking,
every conceivable obstacle was placed in ihe way of the
war correspondent in National Spanish territory Per-
sonally, I was better treated than most, perhaps because
of the influence of the Daily Mail, perhaps because I was
better known. Despite this, I can well remember during
my frequent speEs of waiting in the antechambers of
Headquarters at Salamanca, having had time to read the
two volumes of BoswdPs Life of Johnson.
The pity of it was that, for Nationalist Spain, so much
good effort was being wasted. Red propaganda was being
better and more speedily handled. Cables containing
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